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Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is an aggressive lymphoid
malignancy for which better treatment strategies are
needed. To identify potential diagnostic and therapeutic
targets, a signature consisting of MCL-associated genes
was selected based on a comprehensive gene expression
analysis of malignant and normal B cells. The correspond-
ing protein epitope signature tags were identified and
used to raise monospecific, polyclonal antibodies, which
were subsequently analyzed on paraffin-embedded sec-
tions of malignant and normal tissue. In this study, we
demonstrate that the initial selection strategy of MCL-
associated genes successfully allows identification of
protein antigens either uniquely expressed or overex-
pressed in MCL compared with normal lymphoid tissues.
We propose that genome-based, affinity proteomics, us-
ing protein epitope signature tag-induced antibodies, is
an efficient way to rapidly identify a number of disease-
associated protein candidates of both previously known
and unknown identities. Molecular & Cellular Proteom-
ics 5:1072–1081, 2006.

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL)1 is an aggressive and in many
cases an incurable malignancy with a median survival time of
3 years (1, 2), and improved diagnostic tools as well as new
therapeutic strategies are needed. In the quest for identifying
prognostic, diagnostic, and therapeutic targets, gene expres-
sion profiling has during the last 5–6 years proven to be a
useful tool in cancer research in general and in B cell lym-
phoma research in particular (3, 4). Most studies have focused
on prognostic (5–8) and diagnostic factors (6, 9–11), whereas
fewer have focused on identification (12) or evaluation (13) of

new therapeutic targets. In studies of MCL, transcriptional
profiling has revealed genes involved in altered apoptotic
pathways, increased proliferation, and aggressive behavior (5,
12, 14–21). Although numerous deregulated genes have been
identified, little information regarding the potential use of the
corresponding gene products for predictive diagnosis or ther-
apy is available. Thus, MCL-associated proteins and their role
in pathogenesis and potential use in disease prediction and/or
therapy need to be evaluated.

To allow analysis of the numerous deregulated gene prod-
ucts identified by gene expression profiling, a parallel ap-
proach is also necessary for downstream investigations. To
study individual tumor-associated proteins and their expres-
sion pattern, highly specific affinity probes are required. We
addressed the challenge of generating such antibodies in a
high throughput manner using an approach recently de-
scribed by Agaton et al. (22) who showed that protein epitope
signature tags (PrESTs), having 100% homology with the
target, can be used to raise monospecific antibodies.

Analysis of the MCL-derived proteome has been performed
previously using commercially available antibody microarrays
containing 512 different antibodies, and deregulated proteins
were found as compared with normal CD19� B cells (23).
Similarly whole-proteome analysis, based on 2D gels and
MALDI-TOF MS, was used to analyze biopsies from two MCL
tumors, and nine proteins were found to be up-regulated in
MCL compared with reactive lymph nodes (24). These ap-
proaches to the analysis of differences in protein content in
malignant and non-malignant samples are based on a low
number of analytes in comparison with gene expression pro-
filing where �45,000 transcripts can be screened using e.g.
an Affymetrix U133 Plus 2.0 array.

Tissue microarrays or staining of full tissue sections is com-
monly used to confirm the expression of proteins or gene
products shown to be deregulated in different types of ma-
lignancies. However, due to limited availability of antibodies
targeting many of the poorly characterized gene products that
can be identified using whole genome analysis, new strate-
gies to confirm expression of the corresponding gene prod-
ucts need to be established. Consequently in a rational
genomic and proteomic approach we narrowed down the
number of potential targets in MCL by confirming gene ex-
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pression data in a high throughput manner on the protein level
using novel PrEST-specific antibodies against MCL-associ-
ated antigens. This enabled us to analyze the expression and
localization of both known and unknown gene products in
different tissues and cells, independently of the availability of
commercially available antibodies, and to initiate the direct
process to identify potential diagnostic and therapeutic lym-
phoma targets.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Selection of Candidate Genes—The MCL-associated genes were
derived using gene expression profiling (U95v2, Affymetrix, Santa
Clara, CA) of tumor samples from 19 patients diagnosed with MCL.
As reference, 11 samples from five different B cell populations, de-
rived from normal pediatric tonsils (Malmoe University Hospital), were
used as described previously (9, 12). The different B cell populations
used were: naı̈ve B cells (CD19�, IgD�, CD38�), preactivated B cells
(CD19�, CD23�, CD38�), centroblasts (CD19�, CD38�, CD77�), cen-
trocytes (CD19�, CD38�, CD77�), and memory B cells (CD19�,
CD38�, IgD�). When filtering the data for differentially regulated
genes, all samples were scaled to a fixed median value as recom-
mended by Affymetrix. When represented in the heat map (Fig. 1), all
samples were normalized to the naı̈ve B cell population (two repli-
cates) using “Normalize to specific samples” in Gene Spring 7.0
(Agilent Technologies Inc., Palo Alto, CA).

After filtering of the data, three main categories of genes were
selected.

1. Genes that were quantitatively overexpressed (�2-fold) in the
majority (�80%) of MCL patient samples compared with nor-
mal B cell populations.

2. Genes that were qualitatively (i.e. present versus absent) over-
expressed in the majority (�80%) of MCL patient samples
compared with normal B cell populations. These genes were
not expressed in any of the normal B cell populations
analyzed.

3. Genes that were qualitatively overexpressed in a subgroup
(�30%) of MCL patients compared with normal B cell popu-
lations. These genes were not expressed in any of the normal
B cell populations analyzed.

Generation and Analysis of the Affinity Reagents—Suitable PrESTs,
representing unique regions for each target protein were designed
using bioinformatic tools (25) and with the human genome sequence
as template (26). In the design of the PrESTs, transmembrane regions
and signal peptides were avoided, and an amino acid sequence, with
a size between 100 and 150 amino acids, with low homology to other
human proteins was selected to decrease the risk of cross-reactivity
of antibodies to other human proteins. The cloning and protein ex-
pression were performed as described previously (22).

The monospecific antibodies were subsequently obtained by affin-
ity purification of rabbit polyclonal antisera (27). The antibodies were
quality-controlled using a protein array and Western blots procedure
as described by Uhlen et al. (28).

Case Selection—A total of 25 cases of non-Hodgkin lymphoma
were collected from the files of the Department of Pathology, The
University of Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Lübeck, between 2004
and 2005. All cases were diagnosed and classified using morphologic
and immunophenotypic criteria specified in the World Health Organi-
zation classification of lymphoid neoplasms (29). The group of B cell
non-Hodgkin lymphoma cases assessed included the following: eight
mantle cell lymphoma (six small cell or classical and two blastoid),
four follicular lymphoma (all grade 1 or 2), one nodal marginal zone B
cell lymphoma, two lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, and three small

lymphocytic lymphoma/chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Non-neoplas-
tic lymphoid tissues were included, represented by tonsils with follic-
ular hyperplasia and tonsils with Epstein-Barr virus infection. All cases
were analyzed using either tissue microarrays (n � 25) or full tissue
sections (n � 2). The tissue microarrays included duplicate cores from
all cases and were constructed using a manual tissue arrayer (Alpha-
Metrix Biotech GmbH, Rödermark, Germany). All neoplasms as-
sessed were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, routinely processed, and
embedded in paraffin.

Immunohistochemical Methods—The immunohistochemical meth-
ods used in this study have been described previously (30). Briefly
heat-induced antigen retrieval was performed prior to immunohisto-
chemical staining. Sections were incubated with a polyclonal anti-
body (0.1–1 �g/slide) at room temperature for 30 min. Detection of
signal was achieved using the ChemMateTM EnVisionTM detection kit
peroxidase/DAB (3,3�-diaminobenzidine), rabbit/mouse LSAB� kit
(DAKO, Hamburg, Germany) that contains secondary biotinylated
goat anti-rabbit/mouse antibody and streptavidin/horseradish perox-
idase complex according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
3,3�-Diaminobenzidine/H2O2 (DAKO) was used as chromogen, and
slides were counterstained with hematoxylin.

Scoring of Positive Cells in IHC—Defined staining patterns were
noticed for the various antibodies, and a cutoff of 2% of stained cells
was used to categorize an antibody as positive. Cytoplasmic or
nuclear staining was also considered, and expression was graded
visually as negative, weak, or moderate/strong. A lymphoma case
was considered weakly positive if cytoplasmic staining was similar to
or less than that of normal cells and moderate to strongly positive if
cytoplasmic staining was similar to or greater than that of normal
cells.

FIG. 1. Heat map representing the differential gene expression
of the MCL-associated genes (n � 96) that were chosen for
PrEST design. All MCL and normal B cell populations are normalized
to the naı̈ve B cell population. Red color indicates increased expres-
sion, black color indicates no change in expression, and green color
indicates decreased expression, all compared with the naı̈ve B cell
population. The color bar shows the -fold change in gene expression
compared with the naı̈ve B cell population. Each row represents one
gene.
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TABLE I
96 selected MCL-associated genes

The genes were selected as described under “Experimental Procedures” and are ordered according to Fig. 1. Antibodies against the same
antigen separated by “/” are raised against different PrEST sequences (i.e. different epitopes), whereas antibodies separated by “-” are raised
against the same PrEST sequence (i.e. the same epitopes). TM, transmembrane; ITIM, immunoreceptor tyrosine based inhibitory motif; NMB,
neuromedin B; AE, adipocyte enhancer; FERM, 4.1 ezrin radixin moesin; GEF, guanine nucleotide exchange factor; LIM, Lin-11, Isl-1, Mec-3;
SATB, special AT-rich binding protein; BTB, BR-C, ttk, and bab; KH, K homology; TEL, translocation-ets-leukemia.

Common name Product
GenBankTM

accession no.
Ensembl ID Antibody ID

TYROBP TYRO protein-tyrosine kinase-binding protein W60864 ENSG00000011600
LILRB1 Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily

B (with TM and ITIM domains), member 1
AF009005 ENSG00000090382

CYFIP1 Cytoplasmic FMR1-interacting protein 1 D38549 ENSG00000068793
CNN3 Calponin 3, acidic S80562 ENSG00000117519
GPNMB Glycoprotein (transmembrane) NMB X76534 ENSG00000136235
LGALS1 Lectin, galactoside-binding soluble 1 (galectin 1) Z83844 ENSG00000100097 HPRK220030/HPRK250063-

HRPK250104
LOC91752 Similar to C630007C17Rik protein AF052145 ENSG00000170396 HPRK250012
MSR1 Macrophage scavenger receptor 1 D13264 ENSG00000038945 HPRK250015
ENPP2 Ectonucleotide

pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 2
(autotaxin)

L35594 ENSG00000136960 HPRK250041/HPRK250035

CRIM1 Cysteine-rich motor neuron 1 AI651806 ENSG00000150938 HPRK250054
TNFAIP2 Tumor necrosis factor, �-induced protein 2 M92357 ENSG00000100660
ABCA6 ATP-binding cassette, subfamily A (ABC1),

member 6
U66680, AI651024 ENSG00000154262 HPRK250078

CSTA Cystatin A (stefin A) AA570193 ENSG00000121552 HPRK250088
MDK Midkine (neurite growth-promoting factor 2) M69148 ENSG00000110492
TBXAS1 Thromboxane A synthase 1 (platelet, cytochrome

P450, family 5, subfamily A)
D34625 ENSG00000059377

HOMER3 Homer homolog 3 (Drosophila) AF093265 ENSG00000051128
KIAA0980 KIAA0980 protein AB023197 ENSG00000101004 HPRK250064
DBN1 Drebrin 1 U00802 ENSG00000113758
LGALS3BP Lectin, galactoside-binding soluble 3-binding

protein
L13210 ENSG00000108679 HPRK250034/HPRK250048

KIAA0649 KIAA0649 AB014549 ENSG00000148382
TRO Trophinin AB029037 ENSG00000067445 HPRK250055
F3 Coagulation factor III (thromboplastin, tissue

factor)
J02931 ENSG00000117525

AF1Q ALL1-fused gene from chromosome 1q U16954 ENSG00000143443 HPRK250052
MAST4 Microtubule-associated serine/threonine kinase

family member 4
AB002301 ENSG00000069020 HPRK250059

SLC1A3 Solute carrier family 1 (glial high affinity glutamate
transporter), member 3

Z31713 ENSG00000079215

ROR1 Receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor 1 M97675 ENSG00000152746 HPRK250009
DDEF2 Development- and differentiation-enhancing factor

2
AB007860 ENSG00000151693

AEBP1 AE-binding protein 1 AF053944 ENSG00000106624
CKAP4 Cytoskeleton-associated protein 4 X69910 ENSG00000136026 HPRK250020/HPRK250076
CLU Clusterin (complement lysis inhibitor, SP-40,40,

sulfated glycoprotein 2, testosterone-repressed
prostate message 2, apolipoprotein J)

M25915 ENSG00000120885 HPRK250050

IGSF6 Immunoglobulin superfamily, member 6 AJ223183 ENSG00000140749
FCN1 Ficolin (collagen/fibrinogen domain-containing) 1 S80990 ENSG00000085265 HPRK250065/HPRK250067
RNASE4 Ribonuclease, RNase A family, 4 D37931 ENSG00000139858
TNFRSF25 Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily,

member 25
Y09392 ENSG00000171680

ARNT2 Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator 2 AB002305 ENSG00000172379 HPRK250038-HPRK250098
PRG1 Proteoglycan 1, secretory granule X17042 ENSG00000122862 HPRK250071
SERPINE2 Serine (or cysteine) proteinase inhibitor, clade E

(nexin, plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1),
member 2

AL040655 ENSG00000135919 HPRK250019
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TABLE I—continued

Common name Product
GenBankTM

accession no.
Ensembl ID Antibody ID

FARP1 FERM, RhoGEF, and pleckstrin domain protein 1
(chondrocyte-derived)

AI701049 ENSG00000152767 HPRK250072

SLC7A7 Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino acid
transporter, y� system), member 7

AJ130718 ENSG00000155465

CAV2 Caveolin 2 AF035752 ENSG00000105971
TPM1 Tropomyosin 1 (�) M19267 ENSG00000140416 HPRK250001
ZNF185 Zinc finger protein 185 (LIM domain) Y09538 ENSG00000147394 HPRK250029
FHL1 Four and a half LIM domains 1 AF063002 ENSG00000022267 HPRK250116/HPRK250027-

HPRK250091
HSPB1 Heat shock 27-kDa protein 1 Z23090 ENSG00000106211 HPRK250044
PON2 Paraoxonase 2 AF001601 ENSG00000105854
GNPDA1 Glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase 1 D31766 ENSG00000113552 HPRK250046
DJ971N18.2 Hypothetical protein DJ971N18.2 AL021396 ENSG00000125827 HPRK250028
C5orf13 Chromosome 5 open reading frame 13 U30521 ENSG00000134986 HPRK250006
SERPING1 Serine (or cysteine) proteinase inhibitor, clade G

(C1 inhibitor), member 1 (angioedema,
hereditary)

X54486 ENSG00000149131

AUTS2 Autism susceptibility candidate 2 AB007902 ENSG00000158321 HPRK250033
SOX11 SRY (sex-determining region Y)-box 11 U23752 ENSG00000176887 HPRK250043/HPRK250058
KIAA0882 KIAA0882 protein AB020689 ENSG00000109436 HPRK250003
EDNRB Endothelin receptor type B D13168 ENSG00000136160
MAGED2 Melanoma antigen, family D, 2 Z98046 ENSG00000102316
MGEA6 Meningioma expressed antigen 6 (coiled-coil

proline-rich)
U94780 ENSG00000150527 HPRK250080/HPRK250030

C15orf5 Chromosome 15 open reading frame 5 AL109679 ENSG00000140378
RDX Radixin N92548, L02320 ENSG00000137710 HPRK250074/HPRK250007
GAB2 GRB2-associated binding protein 2 AB011143 ENSG00000033327 HPRK250013-HPRK250085
ENO3 Enolase 3 (�, muscle) X56832 ENSG00000108515 HPRK250077
SERPINH1 Serine (or cysteine) proteinase inhibitor, clade H

(heat shock protein 47), member 1 (collagen-
binding protein 1)

D83174 ENSG00000149257 HPRK250053

DKFZp564I1922 Adlican AL049946 ENSG00000101825
EPHA2 EphA2 M59371 ENSG00000142627 HPRK250073
BPAG1 Bullous pemphigoid antigen 1, 230/240 kDa AA058762 ENSG00000151914 HPRK250026
AOC3 Amine oxidase, copper-containing 3 (vascular

adhesion protein 1)
U39447 ENSG00000131471 HPRK250016-HPRK250086

NR4A1 Nuclear receptor subfamily 4, group A, member 1 L13740 ENSG00000123358
RGS7 Regulator of G-protein signaling 7 U32439 ENSG00000153169 HPRK250062
KIAA0450 KIAA0450 gene product AB007919 ENSG00000157897
INPP4A Inositol polyphosphate-4-phosphatase, type I, 107

kDa
U96919 ENSG00000040933 HPRK250066/HPRK250079

PDCD4 Programmed cell death 4 (neoplastic
transformation inhibitor)

AL049932 ENSG00000150593 HPRK250025-HPRK250089

SATB2 SATB family member 2 AB028957 ENSG00000119042 HPRK250031-HPRK250093
RHOBTB3 Rho-related BTB domain-containing 3 AB020685 ENSG00000164292 HPRK250082/HPRK250010-

HPRK250084
KCNAB1 Potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related

subfamily, � member 1
L39833 ENSG00000169282

D4S234E DNA segment on chromosome 4 (unique) 234
expressed sequence

M98528 ENSG00000168824

OSBPL3 Oxysterol-binding protein-like 3 AB014604 ENSG00000070882 HPRK250056/HPRK250060
KHDRBS3 KH domain-containing, RNA binding, signal

transduction-associated 3
AF051321 ENSG00000131773 HPRK250018-HPRK250087/

HPRK250047
D2LIC Dynein 2 light intermediate chain AI760932 ENSG00000138036
ANAPC13 Anaphase-promoting complex subunit 13 AL050051 ENSG00000129055 HPRK250068
BBC3 BCL2 binding component 3 U82987 ENSG00000105327
PPT2 Palmitoyl-protein thioesterase 2 AF020544 ENSG00000168452 HPRK250039/HPRK250011
PAFAH2 Platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase 2, 40 kDa D87845 ENSG00000158006 HPRK250036
ARHGAP12 Rho GTPase-activating protein 12 AI935420 ENSG00000165322 HPRK250037
ICK Intestinal cell kinase AB023153 ENSG00000112144 HPRK250045/HPRK250075
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RESULTS

Filtering for MCL-associated Genes and Subsequent PrEST
Selection—After comprehensive analysis of differentially ex-
pressed genes in which 19 MCL samples and five normal
tonsil-derived B cell populations were compared we chose 96
genes (see “Experimental Procedures”) for subsequent PrEST
identification. Because the most important aim of the study
was to identify gene products potentially useful for prognosis
and therapy, all the selected genes were quantitatively or
qualitatively overexpressed in MCL as compared with normal
B cell populations (Fig. 1 and Table I). Furthermore the selec-
tion of genes was focused mainly on poorly or presently
non-characterized gene products.

Generation of PrEST-specific Antibodies—One or two
unique PrESTs were identified for each of the 96 genes using
the designed algorithm. From these 96 PrESTs we managed
to generate 83 specific antibodies, whereas the remaining
PrESTs did not produce well or did not generate a successful
immune response. The 83 monospecific, polyclonal rabbit
antibodies targeted in total 57 different antigens represented
by one or two PrESTs, demonstrating an overall efficiency of
the process of �60%. After purification by affinity chromatog-
raphy all antibodies had concentrations in the range of 0.02–0.4
mg/ml and passed the different quality controls, including
PrEST microarray analysis (28). The antibodies were subse-
quently analyzed by IHC on several different lymphomas.

Immunohistochemistry Analysis—The quality-controlled,
monospecific antibodies were then evaluated using IHC on
paraffin-embedded tissue sections from MCL, follicular lym-
phoma (FL), chronic lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL), marginal
zone (MGZ) lymphoma, and tonsils. A 2% cutoff of positive
cells was set to determine the antibody reactivity, although in
most positive cases the percentage of positive cells was over
50% of tumor cells or defined cell populations, respectively.
Most of the tested antibodies (84%, 70 of 83) showed reac-

tivity to one or more of the tissues as shown in Fig. 2. In
accordance with the preselection strategy of gene products,
the majority (80%, 56 of 70) of the reactive antibodies showed
staining of MCL tumor cells (Fig. 2). Among these 56 MCL-
reactive antibodies, 45% (25 of 56) showed a tumor specificity
and did not react with either normal B cell-containing regions,
such as the mantle zone cells and the germinal center (GC), or
with plasma cells (Fig. 3a). Staining of non-malignant cells
was mostly seen in professional antigen-presenting cells,
such as follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) and macrophages,
whereas T cells were negative. Furthermore of the 25 MCL-,
non-B cell-reacting antibodies, 14 (HPRK250003, -6, -7, -26,
-27, -33, -34, -35, -51, -53, -54, -57, -60, and -78) strictly
recognized lymphoma tissues and none of the tested normal
tissue(s). Four antibodies (HPRK250033, -34, -53, and -60)
showed an even further tumor selectivity in that they only
recognized MCL and no other tested tissue. The reactivity
pattern of these antibodies are of interest and are specifically
marked (*) in Fig. 3a. One example of immunohistochemical
staining of an MCL-reactive, non-B cell-reactive antibody
(HPRK250026) on MCL and tonsil tissue sections is shown in
Fig. 3b; it also illustrates the distinct reactivity pattern often
seen with the polyclonal, anti-PrEST antibodies. Furthermore
when we analyzed the reactivity pattern of the MCL-associ-
ated antibodies we found that nine antibodies (HPRK250015,
-33, -34, -36, -38, -41, -53, -60, and -93) were able to sepa-
rate MCL from the other lymphoma types that were tested,
such as FL and CLL. One example of such an antibody
(HPRK250027) is shown in Fig. 4 where it is shown to be able
to discriminate between a mantle cell and a follicular
lymphoma.

The antibodies were further filtered in silico to find a general
lymphoma-associated staining pattern. Twenty-six of the an-
tibodies (n � 26 of 83) passed the arbitrary criteria that at least
three of four tested lymphoma tissues (MCL, CLL, FL, and

TABLE I—continued

Common name Product
GenBankTM

accession no.
Ensembl ID Antibody ID

ETV6 ETS variant gene 6 (TEL oncogene) U11732 ENSG00000139083 HPRK250008
DLG5 Discs, large homolog 5 (Drosophila) U61843 ENSG00000151208 HPRK250061/HPRK250051
PHF14 PHD finger protein 14 AB018326 ENSG00000106443 HPRK250049
KLRC4 Killer cell lectin-like receptor subfamily C, member

4
AJ001683 ENSG00000121373 HPRK250032-HPRK250094

KAL1 Kallmann syndrome 1 sequence M97252 ENSG00000011201
ITIH3 Inter-� (globulin) inhibitor H3 X67055 ENSG00000162267
CMKOR1 Chemokine orphan receptor 1 U67784 ENSG00000144476
ZNF6 Zinc finger protein 6 (CMPX1) Z82216 ENSG00000147180
PTPRG Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, G U46116 ENSG00000144724 HPRK250002
RHOB Ras homolog gene family, member B M12174 ENSG00000143878
TM4SF11 Transmembrane 4 superfamily member 11

(plasmolipin)
R16035 ENSG00000102934

HLF Hepatic leukemia factor M95585 ENSG00000108924
NR4A2 Nuclear receptor subfamily 4, group A, member 2 S77154 ENSG00000153234 HPRK250057
KIAA0960 AB023177 ENSG00000005108 HPRK250081
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MGZ lymphoma) should be positive (Fig. 5a). Furthermore six
of these generally lymphoma-reactive antibodies did not react
with any of the normal B cell subtypes and are marked (**) in Fig.

5a. Immunohistochemistry stainings using one of the lympho-
ma-reactive antibodies (HPRK250057) are shown in Fig. 5b.

In summary, the overall staining reactivities derived using all
83 PrEST antibodies on a variety of normal and tumor tissue
are schematically shown in Fig. 6. Among others, different
antibodies specific for MCL in particular or lymphomas in
general (MCL, CCL, FL, and MGZ) are presented.

DISCUSSION

The increasing use of highly parallel gene expression anal-
ysis has generated a tremendous amount of information on

FIG. 2. Heat map representing differential protein expression in
IHC for the generated PrEST-specific antibodies (n � 83). The
different malignant and normal cells and morphological compartments
that are represented are MCL cells, FL cells, CLL cells, MGZ lymphoma
cells, mantle zone cells (tonsil), GC cells (tonsil), plasma cells (tonsil), T
cell zone (tonsil), FDCs (tonsil), and macrophages (tonsil).

FIG. 3. a, heat map representing differential protein expression in
IHC for the MCL-reactive antibodies (n � 25) that did not react with
normal lymphoid tissue enriched in B cells (represented by either
mantle zone cells, GC cells, or plasma cells). The antibodies that are
specific for MCL and thus not reactive with any other tissue are
marked (*) in the figure. b, examples of immunohistochemical staining
of an antibody (HPRK250026) that show distinct reactivity differences
in normal (tonsil, 20� magnification) and malignant tissues (MCL
tissue, 20� magnification).
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the usage of specific genes in various malignancies (32, 33).
On the other hand, efficient methods to translate these data
into the protein expression level need to be further developed
to improve the knowledge of the role of the corresponding
proteins in disease onset and progression. Attempts to de-
velop antibody microarrays for proteomic analysis have
showed significant progress over the last few years (34, 35),
although the capacity is presently not proteome-wide. Fur-
thermore analysis of the human proteome is done using 2D
gels and MS-MS but is biased toward high abundance pro-
teins (36) and can presently not be considered truly high
throughput. Thus, gene expression analyses are still an at-
tractive starting point to efficiently focus interest on a limited
number of genes in the human genome, and by combining
such gene signatures with affinity proteomics, a rational and
efficient approach can be taken toward identification of pro-
teins of diagnostic and therapeutic potential. One of the ad-
vantages of using antibody-based analysis of deregulated
proteins in malignant versus normal tissues is that protein
expression in individual cells and cell types can be assessed.
This is in contrast to methods where whole tissue proteomes
are analyzed using 2D gel in combination with MALDI-TOF
analysis for protein identification. Thus, in some studies, like
for many gene expression analyses, it is the composition of
different cell types and their protein expression that is ana-
lyzed rather than differences between individual malignant
and non-malignant cells (24, 37).

In this study we have designed a rational approach based
on PrESTs (22) to produce 83 antibodies specific for 57 gene
products associated with MCL as deciphered by gene ex-
pression profiling. The affinity-purified antibodies were then
used to analyze the corresponding protein expression in both
malignant and normal tissues to validate our process. The
MCL-associated genes were initially selected using extensive
gene expression analysis of normal and malignant B cells (see
“Experimental Procedures”). Genes coding for uncharacter-
ized or poorly characterized gene products were considered
particular interesting for this type of analysis. Consequently
the aim of the study was to (i) demonstrate a rational process,
based on genomic information, for the generation of antibodies
against differentially expressed proteins; (ii) investigate the pro-
tein expression patterns and localization in different normal and

malignant tissues; and (iii) identify lead protein targets poten-
tially useful in diagnostic and/or therapeutic applications.

To validate the differences seen in gene expression at the

FIG. 4. Example of an antibody (HPRK250027) that distinguishes
MCL from FL tissue.

FIG. 5. a, heat map representing the IHC results for the antibodies
(n � 26) that recognize at least three of four tested lymphoma entities
(MCL, FL, CLL, and MGZ lymphoma). The subgroup of lymphoma-
associated antibodies (n � 6) that did not recognize normal B cells are
marked (**). b, example of an lymphoma-reactive antibody
(HPRK250057).
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protein level, patient tissue material needs to be evaluated.
Most tissue banks that are available consist of paraffin-em-
bedded material as it takes less time to prepare, stores well,
and retains cellular details better than frozen material (39).
Because routine, diagnostic immunohistochemical analyses
are performed using this material, it is of importance that the
generated antibodies are not only able to recognize native but
also fixed antigen. Analysis of the different antibodies using
IHC (Figs. 2–5) showed that 84% of the tested antibodies
reacted toward one or more paraffin-treated and formalin-
fixed tissue. Even if there are no, to our knowledge, previous
report regarding the success rate of generating antibodies
reactive toward paraffin-treated antigens, the achieved suc-
cess rate was considered very satisfactory. The high success
rate seems to be a positive feature of the PrEST-derived
antibodies because reactivity against paraffin-treated and
fixed tissue often is poor for most monoclonal antibodies (40,
41). The ability of the different antibodies to recognize native
antigens expressed by different lymphoma cell lines was also
successfully assessed using flow cytometry, although this
needs to be confirmed on primary tumor cells (data not
shown).

When analyzing the IHC data, several interesting subgroups
of antibody specificity were identified as summarized in Fig. 6.
The gene selection strategy was clearly reflected in the reac-
tivity pattern of the antibodies as the majority of functional

antibodies (80%) reacted with MCL tissue (Fig. 2). It was not
surprising to find that not all of the functional antibodies
reacted with MCL tissue as it is generally known that the
correlation between mRNA and protein level is not absolute.
Recently a 40% correlation between transcript and protein
level was reported (42) that emphasizes the importance of
integrated genomic and proteomic studies. Among the MCL-
reactive antibodies, 45% showed no reactivity to B cells or
cells found in either the mantle zone or the germinal center
(Fig. 3). These antibodies are of interest as diagnostic and/or
therapeutic candidates, and they are presently being further
validated. Staining of normal cells was mostly seen in antigen-
presenting cells, such as FDCs and tissue macrophages,
whereas T cells showed no staining at all. One explanation for
this observation might be the fact that antigen-presenting
cells take up, process, and display tumor-associated antigens
on their surface as part of their normal immune surveillance.
Thus, the majority of the antibodies in Fig. 3a may potentially
be specific for malignant compared with normal B cells. We
also identified a number of antibodies that specifically recog-
nize MCL as compared with the other lymphomas and that
may represent antibodies of a diagnostic value. One example
of such an antibody (HPRK250027) is shown in Fig. 4 where a
very distinct staining pattern is displayed.

Interestingly a number of antibodies (n � 25) not only rec-
ognized MCL but also other lymphomas, such as FL, CLL,

FIG. 6. Schematic overview of the different groups of antibody reactivity.
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and MGZ lymphomas (Fig. 5). Six of these antibodies with
lymphoma-associated reactivity did not recognize any of the
tested normal B cells but seemed to identify tumor-associ-
ated antigens.

In therapeutic settings, antibodies targeting pan-B cell an-
tigens have shown a clinical effect in the treatment of B cell
lymphomas and are surprisingly well tolerated by the patients
with no or only mild side effects (43). This demonstrates that
antibodies recognizing both MCL and normal B cells have a
therapeutic value, although our focus has been to identify
MCL-associated antigens not found in normal B cells. The
reason for this is that these antigens might have an even
greater clinical benefit to the patient as therapeutic targets. In
contrast, depletion of the T cell compartment is a potential
life-threatening condition (44) that must be prevented, and it is
therefore of interest to note that only seven of 83 antibodies
analyzed seemed to recognize cells in the T cell zone (Fig. 2).
Detailed analysis of clinically well documented patient mate-
rial is presently being performed before selecting antigens for
further clinical studies and for generation of human recombi-
nant antibodies, which are more suitable for clinical develop-
ment and therapy (31).

In summary, we have used gene expression analysis as a
preselection tool to identify genes that are overexpressed in
MCL, identifying potentially interesting targets for diagnosis
and/or therapy. These genes formed the basis for a success-
ful strategy using the PrEST concept to derive specific, poly-
clonal antibodies to identify lymphoma-associated protein
signatures. Furthermore the derived antibodies displayed an
ability to discriminate between tumor and normal tissue as
well as to specifically recognize either mantle cell lymphomas
alone or a group of several different lymphomas, which served
as a validation of the strategy.
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